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On Jain’s digital piracy model: horizontal vs vertical
product differentiation

Michael K�unin and Kre�simir �Zigi�c

CERGE-EI, a joint workplace of the Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education, and the
Economics Institute of Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Charles University, Prague,
Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
We study how private intellectual property rights protection
affects equilibrium prices in a duopoly competition between firms
that offer a product variety of distinct qualities (vertical product
differentiation) in a setup that is closely related to that put for-
ward by Jain where firms offer the same qualities in equilibrium
(horizontal product differentiation). Consumers may make a
choice to buy a legal version, use an illegal copy (if they want to
and can), or not use a product at all. Using an illegal version vio-
lates intellectual property rights protection and is thus punishable
when discovered. Thus, both private and public (copyright) intel-
lectual property rights protection are available on scene.
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1. Introduction

In an innovative and insightful model, Jain (2008), addresses the issue of digital piracy
by end-users and shows that under some plausible conditions firms (providers of digital
content) may be better off by not using private intellectual property rights (IPR) pro-
tection against piracy. Moreover, he shows that this might be the case even in the
absence of any network externalities given that the presence of the latter has often been
used as an argument for a lax approach to digital piracy. An important result of his
model is the fact that an increase in a firm’s IPR protection always leads to a decline in
the equilibrium prices, and, consequently, may result in a fall in a firm’s profit.

Jain (2008) uses the Hotelling model of horizontal product differentiation with two
firms exogenously located at the end of the Hotelling line and explores a three-stage
game. The firms choose the quality of their product in the first stage, strength of pri-
vate IPR protection in the second stage, and finally, compete in prices in the last
stage. Moreover, Jain (2008) assumes that there are two segments of consumers: those
who potentially infringe IPR and illegally copy the software (‘copier’ segment) and
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those who never undertake any illegal action of software piracy (‘non-copier’ seg-
ment). Finally, the consumers in the ‘copier’ segment are assumed to be more price
sensitive. Since the focus of our analysis is on IPR protection and its impact on pri-
ces, we focus on the last stage in the game and take the outcome of the first two
stages as given. We build a similar model that departs from Jain’s (2008) approach in
two important respects. First, we replace the horizontal product differentiation setup
with a vertical one (see �Zigi�c et al., 2015, for examples of vertical product differenti-
ation in software markets) in which two software producing firms offer low and high
quality software, respectively; second, in addition to a firm’s own (or private) IPR
protection, we also add public protection, namely, copyright. We then study how
robust Jain’s (2008) findings on the impact of private IPR protection on firms’ prices
are in this new setup given that it is of utter importance for a firm to learn how its
decision on protection of their own product affects its resulting price and also indi-
cates in which direction the demand and the profits will change. In particular, we
show that the impact of private protection on the equilibrium price in our broader
setup is more complex. Unlike in Jain (2008), where an increase in private protection
always negatively affects the equilibrium price due to the ‘price sensitivity effect’ of
the ‘copier’ segment, it would not be necessary the case in our setup due to the pres-
ence of the other effect (‘consumer base effect’) not present in the Jain’s (2008)
model. More specifically, we show that with the copier segment ‘large enough’ and
not ‘overly’ price sensitive (to discourage firms to use private IPR protection), the
equilibrium prices and the profits of firms show in general non-monotonic behaviour
in private IPR protection. Thus, it could be easily the case that an increase in private
protection softens price competition due to the larger consumer base. Even more
strikingly, it would be possible that in our setup an increase in private protection
positively affects the price of low quality software but negatively the price of high
quality software in the equilibrium. Such effects are not present in Jain’s setup.

2. Model set-up

Developers A and B compete in prices on a particular market and offer product vari-
eties of different quality. Developer A releases a product of quality normalised to qA
¼ 1, while the quality of developer B is qB ¼ q and we assume, without loss of gener-
ality, that developer A offers the higher quality (q< 1). The product qualities are
exogenous and cannot be changed by the developers, and the unit variable costs are
constant and normalised to zero. One may think about developer A as an already
established and known software producer that already operates on other markets.
This fact is, in turn, reflected in the preferences of the consumers, who strictly prefer
software A over software B if they are offered at the same price. Similarly, developer
B can be thought of as a local developer offering lower quality. In other words, we
assume that both developers already existed before meeting and competing on the
market under consideration. Consequently, both developers are assumed to have
already incurred set-up fixed costs and fixed costs associated with software develop-
ment (R&D costs).1 These fixed costs are, from our perspective, general and not
related to the developer’s presence on the particular market under consideration, and
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we therefore leave them out of the profit function. The probability of being caught
using an illegal version is the same for all users, and the level of the penalty is fixed.
The penalty and the probability of being caught is known and independent of used
product and product prices; thus all users and both developers could calculate the
expected penalty for using an illegal version, which we denote as X. Moreover, while
we implicitly assume that the regulator choice of optimal IPR is governed by an under-
lying objective function such as the maximisation of social welfare, we do not explicitly
study the optimal choice of expected penalty since we focus on the forms of the devel-
opers’ pricing and IPR protection strategies and their economic implications. Thus, the
whole regulator’s framework is very simple in our model and translates into one par-
ameter: expected penalty X for illegal users, which also captures the strength of the
copyright protection (see Varian’s, 2005, survey on the economics of copyrights).

While in principle both developers could have access to technology that allows
product protection against copying and illegal usage,2 we assume that only a high-
quality developer may adopt the protection and this decision is dependent only on
the profitability of such a step. A reason for this simplifying assumption could be
that hardware protection is not available or too costly for a low quality developer, or
that the level of public IPR protection is such that it would never be optimal for
developer B to adopt protection.

The protection against copying is imperfect, which means that a fraction of the users
still has access to the illegal version. Much like in Jain (2008), we say that a developer
implements protection at level c 2 0, 1½ �, whereby the level of c represents the fraction
of consumers ‘controlled’ by the high quality developer, that is, the share of consumers
who are unable to use the software illegally due to the private IPR protection. (In
Jain’s, 2008 notation c ¼ 1�a). If c tends to 1 we say that protection becomes perfect
and all end users are controlled, while c tending to 0 represents the full public availabil-
ity of an illegal version.3 As noted in the Introduction, we treat c as a given parameter.

Regarding the developers’ cost of incurring protection, Jain (2008) does not give it
much attention, since it would not qualitatively change his results (more specifically, add-
ing these costs would only reinforce his findings). While these costs are also not essential
for the main argument and the focus of our analysis, we still consider them important
for understanding why only the high quality developer incurs these costs. This is because,
given the equilibria we focus on, there is no need for a low quality developer to under-
take such costs, since the public protection is high enough to protect developer B from
piracy.4 In addition, the private protection of developer A, for whom it is optimal to
make private IPR protection also enables developer B to free ride on this protection.

As already indicated in the Introduction, there are two segments of users, and in
each segment consumers differ in their quality sensitivity h, which has density 1 on
0, 1½ �: The first segment are the potential copiers (‘copier’ segment) and the second seg-
ment are consumers who never opt for an illegal version of software (‘non-copier’ seg-
ment). Regarding the first segment, these are consumers who are willing to copy if they
were in a position to do it and, as in Jain (2008), the size of this segment is b (which
can be bigger or smaller than one). The empirical finding shows that the users in this
segment are more price sensitive and have lower willingness to pay (see Cheng et al.,
1997) than the consumers in the second segment; so, following Jain (2008), to account
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for this fact we introduce a discount factor 0<d<1 for this segment. Due to the private
IPR protection only some of those users have access to both a legal and illegal version,
while some users have access only to a legal version. The users with access to both ver-
sions prefer the legal version only if the utility from it is higher and their proportion is
1�c: The utility function of a user h in the first segment is as follows:

UPðhÞ ¼
dhqi�pi :::if he buys the legal version of the software
dhqi�X :::if he uses the software illegally:
0 :::if he does not use the software at all:

8<
: (1)

We also assume that if the price of the legal version of a product exactly equals
the expected punishment for using the illegal one, pi ¼ X, then the consumers strictly
prefer the legal version—in other words, second-order stochastic dominance applies.

The utility of a ‘non-copier’ user h is

UðhÞ ¼ hqi�pi :::if he buys the software:
0 :::if he does not use the software at all:

�
(2)

In addition, note that developer A does not need to implement private protection
when its equilibrium price is below X. In other words, two cases are possible.

1. Developer A does not implement protection. This situation arises when X does
not bind in the maximisation problems of either A or B, so that in equilibrium
we have p�B � p�A � X:

2. Developer A implements protection. This situation occurs when pure Bertrand
equilibrium is not possible because X would be binding for developer A
since p�B � X<p�A:

We focus on the case where developer A has the incentive to introduce protection,
that is, p�B � X<p�A: This case seems to be relevant for middle and, perhaps, some
high per capita income countries, while the situation associated with zero or very low
effective strength of copyright protection is typical in developing countries (see Fig. 1
in Varian, 2005). Note that in our set-up, prices are, as is typical, strategic comple-
ments (see Bulow et al., 1985; Tirole, 1988), that is, @2pi

@pB@pA
>0:

3. Demand function

Before we start with solving the duopoly model backward, we have to work out the
demand functions in the potential copier segment that could emerge in the setup

Figure 1. Developer A introduces protection c (Case 1).
Source: Authors illustration.
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under consideration. In the case where p�B � X<p�A, only developer A has the incen-
tive to implement protection since the product of developer B would only be used
legally. As we already mentioned in our model set-up, the illegal version of product
A is available only to the fraction 1�c of the users’ base in a copier segment. Product
A is used illegally only by users with X

d � h, while users with h � X
d prefer not to use

the product at all. The demand for product B consists of users with low sensitivity h
to purchasing product A, who, at the same time, have no access to an illegal version
of A, but their h is high enough to buy product B. These users have h 2 ðpBdq , pA�pB

d 1�qð ÞÞ,
and their fraction is c. Regarding the users with access to an illegal version of product
A, there are two main sub-cases that could occur in equilibrium depending on the
size of the expected penalty:

1. The first sub-case occurs when there are some users who have illegal access to
product A but still want to buy product B, or more formally, the measure of

these users is strictly positive with h 2 pB
dq ,

X�pB
d 1�qð Þ

� �
, and so, X�pB

d 1�qð Þ>
pB
dq : These

users would like to purchase product B if X is ‘large enough’ (in the sense that
X> pB

q ). Looking at it from the developers’ point of view, developer B competes

for the consumers that have illegal access to software (so called ‘non-controlled’
consumers) by aggressively charging a low price so that p�B<qX: The market
coverage is given in Figure 1.

2. The second sub-case occurs when illegal users always prefer an illegal version of
A to the legal version of B, that is, when dh�X>dhq�pB for all h since illegal
usage is then more valuable even for the consumer with the lowest valuation. So,

X has to be ‘low’ enough, that is, X�pB
d 1�qð Þ � pB

dq (or equivalently X � pB
q ) given that

p�B � X still holds. From the perspective of the developers, developer B’s price is
‘too high’ to attract the non-controlled consumers and in this situation his profit
fully depends on the protection of developer A. The market coverage of this case
is presented in Figure 2.

Given that the products’ demands on the ‘non-copier’ segment is straightforward

(that is, 1� pA�pB
1�q

� �
for A and pA�pB

1�q � pB
q

� �
for B), we obtain the total demand for

legal versions of both products on both segments by putting all fractions of users
together (Subcase 1):

DA ¼ bc 1� pA�pB
ð1� qÞd

� �
þ 1� pA�pB

1� q

� �
(3)

Figure 2. Developer A introduces protection c (Case 2).
Source: Authors illustration.
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DB ¼ 1þ bc
d

� �
pA�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
þ bð1�cÞ

d
X�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
(4)

If only the users without access to an illegal version of A buy product B, the
demand function for developer B is now (Subcase 2):

DB ¼ pA�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
1þ bc

d

� �
:

4. Solving the model—equilibrium analysis

4.1. Types of equilibria

As the developers choose their prices to maximise profits, the following can be shown
to hold.

Lemma 1. Each developer can choose its price in a way that obtains a positive profit
whatever the other developer’s price is.

Lemma 2. In any equilibrium, the ‘non-copier’ segment of the market shares of both
developers are strictly positive.

The proofs of these Lemmas are in the Appendix.
These results mean that the equilibrium market structures are exclusively deter-

mined by what happens in the ‘copier’ segment. While there are several types of equi-
libria, including those wherein one or both developers do not enter the ‘copier’
segment, we like Jain (2008) concentrate on the equilibrium structures that satisfy the
following two conditions.

� Both developers enter the ‘copier’ segment, and
� Private protection is used, which implies p�A>X:

There are three qualitatively different equilibrium outcomes that satisfy those conditions.

1. The equilibria with p�B � Xq, which we call ‘no full dependence’ equilibria since
developer B competes, on the one hand, with developer A’s legal product in both
the ‘non-copier’ segment and in the controlled part of the ‘copier’ segment, and,
on the other hand, with the illegal product in the uncontrolled part of the
‘copier’ segment.

2. The equilibria with Xq<p�B<X, which we call ‘interior full dependence’ equilibria
since developer B only competes in the controlled part of the ‘copier’ segment (as
well as in the ‘non-copier’ segment) so that developer B’s consumer base in the
‘copier’ segment fully depends on developer A’s private protection. In addition,
developer B’s profit reaches an interior maximum.

3. The equilibria with p�B ¼ X, which we call ‘corner full dependence’ equilibria
which differ from the previous case in that developer B’s profit is maximised at
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pB ¼ X, which is the maximum possible price for the consumers in the ‘copier’
segment to buy product B.

Our main focus will be on the ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium as the only equilib-
rium in which the impacts of private IPR protections on the equilibrium prices are
qualitatively different than the ones in Jain (2008).

4.2. Deviation to not serving the ‘copier’ segment

Before moving to the analysis of the equilibria, we have to check the conditions that
none of the developers deviate to serving only ‘non-copier’ segment. Jain (2008)
shows that in his model the condition d � 1

2þb is sufficient for not deviating to but
only serving the non-copier segment. It turns out that in our model the following
holds for developer A.

Proposition 1. Let pA, pBð Þ be an equilibrium candidate with piracy present such that
both developers serve both consumer segments while maximising their profits taking the
other price as given. Then d � 1

2þcb is a sufficient condition for developer A to serve
both consumer segments rather than the ‘non-copier’ segment alone.

Proof. First note that any equilibrium candidate with piracy present is such that
developer A’s profit reaches an interior maximum.

Given pB, developer A’s reaction function and profit are

pA ¼ 1
2

pB þ ð1þ cbÞd
cbþ d

1� qð Þ
� �

,PA ¼ cbþ dð ÞpB þ 1þ cbð Þd 1� qð Þ� �2
4d cbþ dð Þ 1� qð Þ

when both consumer segments are served and

pA ¼ 1
2

pB þ 1� qð Þð Þ,P0
A ¼ pB þ 1� qð Þð Þ2

4 1� qð Þ

when only the ‘non-copier’ segment is served. Then

PA�P0
A ¼ cb 1� qð Þ

4 cbþ dð Þ 2þ cbð Þd� 1ð Þ þ 1
2
cbpB þ cb

4d 1� qð Þ p
2
B:

Here the terms containing pB are non-negative whereas the first term is non-
negative iff d � 1

2þcb , which completes the proof. w

As for developer B, the ‘no full dependence’ case is analysed in the Appendix and
the ‘interior full dependence’ case is trivial as the profit function when serving both
segments, which has an interior maximum given pA, is exactly 1þ cb=dð Þ times the
profit function when only serving the ‘non-copier’ segment. However, in the ‘corner
full dependence’ case, i.e., when pB ¼ X, it is obvious that if X is sufficiently low then
developer B would prefer to set a price pB>X and only serve the ‘non-copier’ segment.
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4.3. The ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium

The piracy ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium, that is at the centre of our attention,
occurs within the Subcase 1 presented above. Thus, we start with determining the
range of the expected penalty values X such that this sub-case is the Nash equilibrium
in prices. Namely, Subcase 1 is an equilibrium if (i) each developer’s profit, given the
other developer’s price choice, has a local maximum in the relevant price range. Also,
it is an equilibrium if (ii) neither developer is better off deviating to a price outside
the range (e.g., developer A cannot be better off deviating to pA ¼ X). Finally, it is an
equilibrium if (iii) developer A does not deviate to not entering the ‘copier’ segment
at all (see Proposition 1). Note that there is no deviation by developer B to only serv-
ing the ‘non-copier’ segment if c is not ‘too low’ as shown in the Appendix. More
specifically, c � 1=9 is sufficient and the ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium typically
does not occur at such low values of c—see the numerical example below.

Intuitively, for developer A to charge a high price pA>X, the value of X should be
small enough so that developer A prefers introducing protection than simply lowering
the price to X. For developer B to charge a low price pB<Xq, X should be large
enough so that developer B prefers charging a low price to both charging an inter-
mediate price Xq � pB � X or charging a high price pB>X and introducing protec-
tion. In addition, the ‘copier’ segment should be attractive enough in the sense of b
and d being high enough.

If this equilibrium occurs, then the equilibrium prices are

p�A ¼ b cbþ dð ÞX 1� cð Þqþ 2 1þ cbð Þd bþ dð Þ 1� qð Þ
cbþ dð Þ 4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq� � ,

p�B ¼ q
2bX 1� cð Þ þ d 1þ cbð Þ 1� qð Þ

4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq :

Proposition 2. There is a non-empty range of the model parameters for the ‘no full
dependence’ equilibrium to exist.

Proof. See Appendix E. w

4.4. Equilibrium structures with ‘full dependence’

As for the two ‘full dependence’ structures, the outcome is basically the same as in Jain
(2008). Specifically, of the two effects we consider below, the consumer base effect and
the price sensitivity effect, the latter always dominates under such equilibrium structures,
so that an increase in private protection by developer A results in a decrease in devel-
oper A’s price and, in the interior ‘full dependence’ case, in developer B’s price (recall
that in the corner ‘full dependence’ case, pB ¼ X). See the Appendix for the formulae.

5. Vertical versus horizontal product differentiation

To make our comparison with Jain’s (2008) model as insightful as possible, we, as
claimed above, focus on the most interesting ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium.
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Roughly speaking, this equilibrium occurs when the copier segment is large enough,
price sensitivity not so high and the copyright protection is such that it pays off for
developer B to compete for the users who have access to the illegal version (i.e., X is
in the ‘midrange’ of permissible values; see the numerical example below). Following
Jain (2008), we put the comparative statics analysis with respect to c in the form of a
Proposition:

Proposition 3. In ‘no full dependence’ equilibria, the equilibrium prices p�AðcÞ, p�BðcÞ
show in general non-monotonic behaviour in private IPR protection c. Namely, they
both increase in c when both d and b are high enough, i.e., when the ‘copier’ segment
consumers are not very sensitive to prices and the ‘copier’ segment is relatively large
enough. Then they both decrease in c when both d and b are low enough. As for the
intermediate values, p�A decreases in c whereas p�B increases in c.

The Proof can be obtained on request in the form of a Mathematica file.
The reason behind the above result is that there are two opposing effects at work

at the copier segment of the market. First, strengthening of the private IPR protection
by the developer A enables him to broaden the base of his end users and thus to
increase the price of his product. An increase in A’s protection, in turn, has also dir-
ect positive impact on firm B0s market share since A’s protection applies also on con-
sumers with lower valuation who opt for the product B. Moreover, the competitive
segment, 1�c, on which developer B competes for (potential) illegal users of product
A, shrinks as c increases, enabling developer B to also increase his price. We name
the above effect as the consumer base effect. In other words, in the absence of price
sensitivity (i.e., d ¼ 1Þ this would be the only effect. However, since d<1, there is
also a second effect, which works in the opposite direction. Imposing private protec-
tion on the fraction of (potentially) copying consumers would tend to lower prices in
equilibrium since any increase in the fraction of price sensitive consumers would,
ceteris paribus, require a lower price in the absence of price discrimination. Clearly, if
this price sensitivity effect is very strong then it dominates and equilibrium prices
would be adversely affected by imposing IPR protection. In Jain (2008), however, the
impact of private IPR protection on equilibrium price is always negative for any value
of discounting factor lower than a unit (and zero for d¼ 1) and so the second effect
(price sensitivity) dominates across all permissible values of d and b.

There is also an intermediate range of the values of d and b when p�A decreases in c
whereas p�B increases in c. In this range, the price sensitivity effect dominates for the
high-quality developer A (whose prices are higher) whereas the consumer base effect
dominates for the low-quality developer B (whose prices are lower but this developer
depends on the share of the ‘controlled’ consumers in the ‘copier’ segment).

In light of the above intuition for Proposition 3 it is also insightful to qualify our
findings in relation to the size of the ‘copier’ segment (i.e., a change in b). If the
‘copier’ segment gets very large (b tends to infinity), then only it matters, and so the
significance of IPR protection (consumer base effect) is of critical importance and has
an undoubtedly positive effect on equilibrium prices as long as d � 1

2þcb : If, on the
other hand, the price sensitivity effect is extremely strong (d tends to zero) it might
more than offset the first, positive, consumer base effect or, when d < 1

2þcb , it may
lead developer A to abandon the ‘copier’ segment setting c¼ 0 and focus only on the
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more profitable ‘non-copier’ segment (in which there is no piracy). In other words,
there are critical values of d at which there is a switch of the sign of dp�=dc from
negative to positive as d moves from zero to one, that is, @2pA

@c@d>0: (It is straightfor-
ward to show that dpA=dc is positive for d¼ 1 and negative for d ¼ 0, irrespective of
the size of b).

Lemma 3. The higher the size of the ‘copier’ market segment, the more important the
consumer base effect is for developer A, given the size of the price sensitivity d � 1

2þcb :

Thus @2pA
@c@b>0 when b is large enough.

The Proof can be obtained under request in the form of a Mathematica file.
Regarding developer B, the effect of the ‘copier’ segment size on dpB

dc is generally
ambiguous due to the competition from the illegal product which may or may not be
offset by the consumer base effect.

Last but not least, unlike in Jain’s (2008) symmetric model where the equilibrium
price is the same for both developers (so the change in equilibrium prices due to a
rise in IPR protection for both firms is the same and has always the same, negative,
sign); in our setup, however, it is quite possible, as we claimed above, that an increase
of private IPR protection would have an opposite impact on the equilibrium prices.
In particular, it is quite conceivable that dpB

dc >0 while dpA
dc <0 when the price sensitivity

is strong enough to more than offset the consumer base effect for firm A but still not
strong enough for the same effect for firm B.5 The reason for this is that developer B
has higher benefits from this protection at the margin than developer A. Moreover, a
marginal increase in c is not associated with any marginal costs for developer B.

To conclude, there is in general a non-monotonic relationship between private IPR
protection and equilibrium prices in our extended model.

5.1. Numerical example

In order to illustrate the key findings in Proposition 2 and other important compara-
tive statistics results, we use the following parameter values: q ¼ 0:2, c¼ 0.9, d ¼ 0:8,
b¼ 10. Under these values, developer A’s unconstrained duopoly price (which is also
the value of X above which an unconstrained duopoly occurs), is �X ¼ 0:343080 (all
numerical values are approximate). We show that the piracy ‘no full dependence’
equilibrium for these concrete values occurs in the range 0:167267<X<0:240178
within the 0 � X � �X interval. At these parameter values pB increases in c (so does
p�B) in the entire ‘no full dependence’ range, whereas pA displays a non-monotonic
behaviour (see Figure 3). It increases in c when X is low enough but falls in c for
larger values given the ‘no full dependency’ interval (which changes with the value
of c).

In this figure, the top thin horizontal line stands for the pure duopoly price of
developer A in our numerical example, so for X above this value the outcome is one
of pure duopoly. The second uppermost and the lowermost curves are the maximum
and the minimum levels of X, as functions of c, such that neither developer wants to
deviate to another market structure (recall that d> 1

2þcb in this case so there is no
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deviation to not serving the ‘copier’ segment either). The areas labelled U and L cor-
respond to the parameter ranges where dpA=dc<0 and dpA=dc>0 respectively.

As for the other interesting comparative statics results, we, much like in Jain
(2008), find that dp�i =db<0 while dp�i =dd>0 where i ¼ A,B under the ‘no full
dependence’ equilibrium for all applicable X and c in the above example. Here an
increase in b means that mass of price sensitive consumers increases so the equilib-
rium prices fall (given the fact that d<1Þ: Conversely, an increase in d means that the
price sensitivity effect weakens, so there is an increase of the equilibrium prices.

6. Conclusion

The main purpose of this paper is to study the impact of the firm’s private IPR pro-
tection on the equilibrium pricing in a setup where there are two segments of con-
sumers; the ‘non-copier’ segment, which never opts for piracy, and the ‘copier’
segment, which considers digital piracy as a potential option. An end-user of the
‘copier’ segment would use piracy i) if he is capable of circumventing the installation
key (or other hardware protection) and ii) if this would be beneficial for the end
user. Jain (2008) used the above setup in the symmetric horizontal differentiation
duopoly model and shows that an increase in private IPR protection is always associ-
ated with a decrease in the equilibrium price, due to the existence of the (more) price
sensitive ‘copier’ segment. Thus, the key assumption for his result is the very price
sensitivity in the ‘copier’ segment, and, consequently, when this price sensitivity is
‘very large,’ it pays off not even to introduce any protection and serve only the ‘non-
copier’ segment. �Zigi�c et al. (2020), on the other hand, show that in the related duop-
oly model of end user piracy where there is only a ‘copier’ segment, the impact of
private IPR protection on the equilibrium prices is always positive due the fact that
firms increase the market base by increasing private protection and can therefore
charge higher prices (see �Zigi�c et al., 2020). Unlike Jain (2008), they use a model of
the vertical product differentiation.

Figure 3. Ranges of c and X where there is a ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium: in the area U the
equilibrium price pA decreases in c, whereas in the area L this price increases in c.
Source: Authors illustration.
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Our main finding is summarised in Proposition 3 which states that the impact of
private protection on the equilibrium pricing crucially depends on the intensity of the
price sensitivity and the size of the ‘copier’ segment. The bigger the ‘copier’ segment
is, and the less price sensitive consumers are in this segment, the more the market
base effect would dominate and so stronger private IPR protection would result in
higher prices. Alternatively, for strong price sensitivity and a ‘not so large’ ‘copier’
segment, Jain’s (2008) negative effect of protection on prices would prevail. Thus, the
model we put forward in this paper nests in a sense both Jain’s (2008) and �Zigi�c
et al.’s (2020) findings on the impact of private IPR on firms’ pricing.

Since our above results crucially hinge on the equilibria in which both firms are
active in both segments, as an insightful aside to our analysis we provide rigorous
conditions for the firms not to deviate to only serving the ‘non-copier’ segment and
summarise these findings in the form of Proposition 1 and related Appendices.

The important reason that our results are somewhat different than those of Jain
(2008), is that, besides private IPR protection, we also include public IPR protection
(copyright) in our analysis, which enhances the magnitude of the first effect—increas-
ing the market base. Recall that, unlike in Jain (2008), in our model private protec-
tion of level c by firm A also applies to the subsegment of potential copiers with low
valuation who would then opt to buy product B. In Jain (2008), however, private IPR
protection of one firm does not directly protect the other firm from the end users’
piracy. Thus, the effect of an increase in c is much larger in our asymmetric model of
vertical product differentiation than in Jain’s (2008) model of symmetric horizontal
product differentiation, where the firms fully cover the market in equilibrium and
share it equally.6 More specifically, an increase in c in our setup not only directly
increases both firms’ share but also shrinks the competitive subsegment, 1�c, of
developer B, where the size of public protection X enables firm B to compete for the
(potential) low-end illegal users who are capable of acquiring the high quality soft-
ware but may prefer the legal, unprotected version of the low quality software if the
price is low enough7 (that is, pB<Xq).

Finally, having both private and public IPR protection in the model, it would be
possible to study another very important issue, e.g., the optimal level of private IPR
protection and the interaction of the two forms of protections within and across the
different equilibria discussed above. More specifically, it would be important for pol-
icy makers to know when these two forms of protections are complements and when
they act as substitutes to each other. �Zigi�c et al. (2020) focus on this important sub-
ject. Looking at their results from the perspective of this paper, we can say that, by a
continuity argument, their findings would also hold (at least) in this enlarged model
for the situation where there is a large ‘copier’ segment and not ‘too many’ price sen-
sitive consumers.

Notes

1. Alternatively, one can think of these costs as neccessary expenditures to inform the
consumers about the existence and quality of their product (like marketing and
advertisement). In the language of Duchêne and Waelbroeck (2006) approach, developers
rely on information push technologies to diffuse the above pieces of information.
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2. Neither legal nor licence restrictions are assumed for the developer in the case of
implementing protection against copying.

3. The availability of an illegal version and the ability to break it differs significantly among
users and is more dependent on technical skill than on sensitivity to price and quality.
The uniform distribution is an analytical simplification that does not harm the nature of
the paper.

4. Alternately, we can assume that developer B does not have the technological capability to
protect his software from piracy.

5. For dpB
dc <0 to hold, the discount factor has to be substantially lower than the critical d for

dpA
dc <0 since developer B benefits even more from A0s protection. For example, it can be

shown that dpA
dc <0 for the entire ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium range for d< 5�b

6 , but

the corresponding condition for dpB
dc <0 is d< 1�2b

3 :

6. Note that in our asymmetric equilibrium cA ¼ c� and cB ¼ 0 whereas in Jain’s (2008)
symmetric equilibrium cA ¼ cB ¼ c�:

7. If, however, we, like Jain (2008), exclude public IPR protection, and have, like him only
private IPR protection together with the segment of never copying consumers with higher
willingness to pay than the potential copiers, then Jain’s result carries over qualitatively in
our vertical differentiation setup.
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Appendices

Appendix A: General notes for all appendices

Most of the calculations in this paper were performed using Mathematica and other similar
software. The Mathematica file is available upon request.

In almost all model situations here, profit functions are concave (quadratic, or, in singular cases,
linear) in the respective choice variables, so that an interior solution is always a (local) maximum.
In the remaining situations, profit functions are explicitly assumed to be concave in the main text.
Thus, second-order conditions always hold in equilibrium, so they are omitted everywhere below.

Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 1

It is sufficient to show that each developer can attain a positive market share in the ‘non-cop-
ier’ segment.

Developer A can do so by setting pA ¼ pB.
Developer B can do so by setting pB ¼ pAq=2:

Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 2

The proof is by contradiction: we show that if either developer is out of the ‘non-copier’ seg-
ment, then this developer is out of the ‘copier’ segment as well, so it has zero market share,
which contradicts Lemma 1.

Developer A is out of the ‘non-copier’ segment if even the consumer with the highest valu-
ation prefers product B, i.e., pA � pB þ 1� qð Þ: This implies pA � pB þ d 1� qð Þ, whence no
consumer in the ‘copier’ segments buys product A either. Thus, developer A is present in the
‘non-copier’ segment in any equilibrium.

Developer B is out of the ‘non-copier’ segment if pB � pAq: However, in this case no con-
sumer in the ‘copier’ segment buys product B either. Thus, developer B is present in the ‘non-
copier’ segment in any equilibrium.

Appendix D: Equilibrium prices and profits

The detailed calculations can be found in the Mathematica file available upon request.

D.1. ‘No full dependence’ equilibria
If this equilibrium occurs, then the equilibrium prices and profits are

p�A ¼ b cbþ dð ÞX 1� cð Þqþ 2 1þ cbð Þd bþ dð Þ 1� qð Þ
cbþ dð Þ 4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq� � ,

p�B ¼ q
2bX 1� cð Þ þ d 1þ cbð Þ 1� qð Þ

4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq ,

P�
A ¼ b cbþ dð ÞX 1� cð Þqþ 2 1þ cbð Þd bþ dð Þ 1� qð Þ

� �2
1� qð Þd cbþ dð Þ 4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq� �2 ,

P�
B ¼ q bþ dð Þ 2bX 1� cð Þ þ d 1þ cbð Þ 1� qð Þ

� �2
1� qð Þd 4 bþ dð Þ � cbþ dð Þq� �2 :
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D.2. ‘Interior full dependence’ equilibria
The prices can easily be shown to decrease in c.

p�A ¼ 2
1� qð Þ
4� qð Þ

1þ cbð Þd
cbþ dð Þ ,

p�B ¼ q
1� qð Þ
4� qð Þ

1þ cbð Þd
cbþ dð Þ ,

P�
A ¼ 4

1� qð Þ
4� qð Þ2

1þ cbð Þ2d
cbþ dð Þ ,

P�
B ¼ q

1� qð Þ
4� qð Þ2

1þ cbð Þ2d
cbþ dð Þ :

D.3. ‘Corner full dependence’ equilibria
In these equilibria, p�B ¼ X so p�A ¼ 1

2 X þ 1� qð Þd 1þcb
cbþd

� �
, which can easily be shown to

decrease in c. The equilibrium profits are given by

P�
A ¼ cbþ dð ÞX þ 1� qð Þ 1þ cbð Þd� �2

4 1� qð Þd cbþ dð Þ ,

P�
B ¼ X

2
1þ cbð Þ � 2� qð Þ cbþ dð ÞX

1� qð Þqd

 !
:

Appendix E: Proof of Proposition 2

Here we show that the equilibrium structure in question occurs at d ¼ b ¼ 1 when c is high
enough, and then by continuity it occurs at a range of parameters.

When d ¼ b ¼ 1, the entire market is equivalent to a homogeneous market with the share
of the uncontrolled consumers equal to c0 ¼ 1þc

2 : In addition, the condition (iii) in the main
text holds: for developer A, d � 1

2þcb definitely holds when d ¼ b ¼ 1, and for developer B,
the outcome here guarantees that c � 1=9: Thus, it remains to investigate when (i) and
(ii) hold.

For (i) to hold, we show that a necessary condition on X is Xcl<X<Xcu, where Xcl ¼
c0ð1�qÞ

2ð1þc0Þ�c0q , and Xcu ¼ 2 1�q
4�q : Note that the upper bound Xcu intuitively coincides with the equi-

librium price in the case of the pure Bertrand equilibrium, whereas X>Xcl follows from
p�B<Xq, with the latter equivalent to p�A<X 1þ 1

c0
� �

, (note that Xcl < Xcu). Then, both develop-
ers’ profits reach the internal local maxima in the parameter ranges corresponding to our
Subcase 1, with the prices equal to

p�A ¼ X 1� c0ð Þqþ 2 1� qð Þ
4� c0q

, p�B ¼ q
2X 1� c0ð Þ þ c0 1� qð Þ

4� c0q
: (5)

For (ii) to hold, we have to verify that neither developer has an incentive to unilaterally
deviate, given that the other developer sets the equilibrium price, p�i : For developer A, it can
be profitable to deviate to pA ¼ X (given that developer B sets p�B) if the decrease in price
from p�A to X is more than compensated for by an increase in the number of consumers that
is no longer confined to fraction c0, and for X large enough, such a deviation would yield a
higher profit than choosing the protection. As for developer B, if p�B is close enough to Xq,
then it may pay off to jump to a higher price pB 2 ðXq,XÞ given that developer A sets p�A, as
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in this case the effect of such a price increase would more than offset the loss of the con-
sumer base.

Developer A can be shown not to switch to pA ¼ X given pB ¼ p�B if

X � Xþ
c ¼

2 1� qð Þ 4� c0ð2� cÞq� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�c0

p
4� c0q
� �� �

16� 8qþ 3c0 � 3c02 þ c03ð Þq2 ,

which is smaller than Xcu when c0<1: It turns out that XclQXþ
c iff c0Rco ¼

ffiffi
5

p �1
2 �0:618034,

i.e., the (sub)case in question cannot occur if c0 �
ffiffi
5

p �1
2 :

As for developer B, cases c0 � q
2�q

� �2
and c0< q

2�q

� �2
are distinguished. In the former case,

the condition to check is p�A � X 1þ 1ffiffiffi
c0

p
� �

, which is equivalent to

X � X�
c ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
c0

p ð1�qÞ
1þ ffiffiffi

c0
p� �

4� ffiffiffi
c0

p
q

� � ,
which is bigger than Xcl when c0<1: It can be shown that X�

c QXþ
c iff c0Rc, where

c ¼ 1
3

4� 8 6
ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p
� 26

� ��1=3 þ 6
ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p
� 26

� �1=3� �
�0:704402,

so the lower bound on c0 can be improved to c when c0 � q
2�q

� �2
: In the other case,

c0< q
2�q

� �2
, a direct comparison between p�B and pXB p�Að Þ yields a lower bound on X located

between Xcl and X�
c , which translates into a lower bound on c0 located between

ffiffi
5

p �1
2 and c:

Note that given the lower bounds on c0, case c0 � q
2�q

� �2
occurs with certainty if q is not too

high, namely, if q � �0:912622:

Appendix F: Deviation to not serving the non-copier segment by
developer B in the ‘no full dependence’ case

Recall that developer B’s profit when both consumer segments are served (which implies
pB � X) is given by

PB pBð Þ ¼ PN
B pBð Þ, pB � Xq,

PF
B pBð Þ, Xq<pB � X,

(

where the cases that cannot occur in equilibrium are omitted and

PN
B pBð Þ ¼ 1þ bc

d

� �
pA�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
pB þ bð1�cÞ

d
X�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
pB,

PF
B pBð Þ ¼ 1þ bc

d

� �
pA�pB
1� q

� pB
q

� �
pB:

(Here ‘N’ and ‘F’ stand for ‘no full dependence’ and ‘full dependence’ respectively.) If devel-
oper B only serves the non-copier segment, then
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PB pBð Þ ¼ P0
B pBð Þ ¼ pA�pB

1� q
� pB

q

� �
pB:

It is possible to show that the maximum when both segments are served is never attained
at pB ¼ Xq, so a ‘no full dependence’ equilibrium candidate implies an interior local max-
imum of PN

B pBð Þ,

pB ¼ pNB ¼ pA cbþ dð Þ þ X 1� cð Þb� �
q

2 bþ dð Þ ,

which satisfies pB � Xq iff

pA � pNA ¼ X 1þ bþ d
cbþ d

� �

and results in the profit of

PN
B pNB
� � ¼ pA cbþ dð Þ þ X 1� cð Þb� �2

q
4d bþ dð Þ 1� qð Þ :

Also, this interior maximum should be global for pB � X, i.e., there should be no profitable
deviation to the ‘full dependence’ range. The maximum in the ‘full dependence’ range can be
either interior or corner at pB ¼ X: In the former case, there is no deviation to not serving the

‘copier’ segment since the argument in the main text, PF
B pBð Þ ¼ 1þ bc

d

� �
P0

B pBð Þ, applies. In

the latter case, the condition pA � pNA cannot be improved without further assumptions on the
model parameters and a direct comparison is needed.

The deviation price and profit are given by

p0B ¼ pAq
2

, P0
B p0B
� � ¼ p2Aq

4 1� qð Þ :

Then PN
B pNB
� ��P0

B p0B
� �

is a positive multiple of

1� cð Þ2bX2 þ 2 1� cð Þ cbþ dð ÞXpA þ c2b� dþ 2cd
� �

p2A

This expression is quadratic in pA as well as non-negative and non-decreasing in pA at pA
¼ 0, so if it is non-negative at pA ¼ pNA then it is non-negative at all applicable values of pA.
Substituting pA ¼ pNA results in a positive multiple of

4c2 þ 3c2 þ 6c� 1ð Þ d=bð Þ þ 4c d=bð Þ2:

The last expression is always positive when 3c2 þ 6c�1 � 0, i.e., when c �
2
ffiffi
3

p �3
3 �0:154701: Otherwise, its minimum occurs at d=bð Þ ¼ 1�6c�3c2

8c , and the minimum value
equals

1� cð Þ3 9c� 1ð Þ
16c

:
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Thus, a sufficient condition for developer B to never deviate from a ‘no full dependence’
equilibrium candidate to not serving the copier segment is c � 1

9 : Note that while it is shown
in �Zigi�c et al. (2020), that such equilibria can only occur at much higher values of c, this is
not the case here due to the presence of the ‘non-copier’ segment. It is also interesting that
the condition only depends on c, just like several ‘no full dependence’ equilibria–related condi-
tions in �Zigi�c et al. (2020).
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